Gowan Company
CASE STUDY

Elevation Marketing helps international manufacturer
of agricultural products develop an official crisis
communications plan to respond to emergencies effectively
and ensure its industry-leading status remains intact.
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BACKGROUND

It’s a fact that B2B companies
routinely fail to tell their own
story effectively—especially
when an emergency strikes.
Gowan Group is a global, family-owned manufacturer of crop protection products,
seeds and fertilizer that prides its success on a dedication to building strong
relationships within the agricultural communities in which it operates. This focus on
deepening relationships has been handed down from the founders of the company,
and it has become the cornerstone of Gowan’s aim to stay authentically connected
to target audiences by aligning business processes with the needs and desires of its
stakeholders—employees, farmers, customers, investors and partners. At Gowan,
corporate social responsibility is of the utmost importance, and the health
and safety of its employees, and the communities in which they work, is of
the highest priority. As a family-owned provider of crop protection products, the
company puts great emphasis on being responsible corporate citizens and has
placed a high value on keeping its people-centered focus intact. Every Gowan
business activity is developed with input from the communities it serves.
Due consideration is given to the environment and to ensuring ethical business
practices, employee well-being, product stewardship and supply chain diligence.

The company puts great emphasis on
being responsible corporate citizens
and has placed a high value on keeping
its people-centered focus intact.

CHALLENGE

Develop a plan to advance
Gowan’s mission-critical
objectives and communicate the
brand’s corporate citizenship,
even during a crisis.
The nature of business and life is that things can go wrong. Gowan’s executives
know that even with the best intentions, manufacturing of chemicals used
in agriculture and global trade involves many complex moving parts that
could fail to align due to forces beyond the company’s control. Therefore,
in a proactive move, Gowan approached Elevation Marketing to
help strengthen its crisis management capabilities and improve the
quality of its operations through the development of a proactive
emergency preparedness and communications plan. Gowan also
wanted Elevation Marketing to ensure Gowan’s staff would be well prepared
to provide a swift and effective response to any unforeseeable emergencies,
and that they would be able to respond to inquiries from the press and
community leaders and satisfy the information needs of all stakeholders.

STRATEGY

A proactive
and holistic
approach to crisis
management and
communication
ensures Gowan
will successfully
steward its
corporate social
responsibility.

PHASE 1: INDUSTRY TREND ANALYSIS
AND PR CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT
Elevation Marketing began with research to understand the
agricultural industry’s unique public relations dynamics, including
media reporting on related emergencies, and the PR tactics used
by competitors to counter a potential crisis. Elevation Marketing
also sought to uncover important insights on how Gowan could
differentiate itself from competitors in this ongoing debate by
taking a close look at how the company was positioning itself
via public relations and determining whether that approach
would resonate with customers, stakeholders and the public in
the event of an emergency.

PHASE 2: EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN
Next, Elevation Marketing developed a systematic approach to
help Gowan respond promptly, accurately and confidently, during
and following any crisis. To stay ahead of an emergency situation,
it is very important that a crisis communication team is designated
beforehand, and that each member of the team knows their
responsibilities during a crisis. The Gowan emergency preparedness
plan designated staff responsible for sweeping facilities for
personnel and combing evacuation routes and sites for secondary
hazards. The plan also mapped out evacuation routes and safe
areas for employees at the location of an accident. By delineating
expectations for personnel during an emergency, Elevation
Marketing tested the readiness of Gowan and validated
emergency plans and standards.
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STRATEGY

PHASE 3: CRISIS COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
The media may become aware of a crisis situation before other stakeholders do and begin
reporting before all the facts are known. To establish control over the unfolding narrative, it is
important to develop a crisis response process. Elevation Marketing worked with a Gowandesignated crisis communications team on a process to:
•

Develop clear messages for conveying vital situational information and related points
to different audiences.

•

Identify the best methods and sources for delivery of messages.

•

Monitor crisis development and update scripted messages as events unfold.

The plan also outlined the roles, responsibilities and protocols that would guide the
crisis communication team on promptly sharing information with each stakeholder
and media segment during a crisis. The plan included scenario training to identify and
demonstrate appropriate strategies for communicating effectively in an emergency situation.
Training reminded personnel of their duty to remain sensitive to the dynamics of interested
parties when communicating information, including cultural, gender, political, legal and
economic differences.

PHASE 4: MEDIA TRAINING MODULE
Elevation Marketing also used its proprietary media training module to first assess the
readiness of Gowan executives and staff in responding to media inquiries under pressure,
and following that, to prepare the company spokespeople to effectively meet any media
information requirements during a crisis. Media training was designed to help key Gowan
personnel tell the company story, address information gaps through relevant industry
conversations and maintain consistent messages across the organization. Elevation
Marketing’s team also worked alongside Gowan to develop a series of applicable message
maps, including outreach for the regulatory community and the general population. The
training aimed to define and prioritize messages for concise communication of situations

at hand, while maintaining company values and ensuring transparency. Through message
mapping, Gowan senior leaders learned how to succinctly and articulately tell the company’s
story, as well as relay corporate responsibility initiatives in a candid, yet professional manner.
Next, Gowan-designated spokespeople from its PR and executive teams were trained on
effective interview techniques by Elevation Marketing through a formal process. They watched
examples of effective interviews conducted during a crisis then practiced fictional crisis
scenarios during a mock press conference. Their interviews were recorded on camera and
critiqued by the Elevation Marketing team to provide the Gowan employees with valuable
practice and constructive feedback on how to improve their messaging and delivery.

A MESSAGE MAP PROVIDES AN ORGANIZED, PRIORITIZED
REPOSITORY OF INFORMATION AVAILABLE TO CONVEY
AND SUPPORT STATEMENTS THE PUBLIC NEEDS TO HEAR
AND UNDERSTAND.
Crisis message maps need these steps:
1.

Identify stakeholders and their concerns.

2.

Craft messages that address each stakeholder question,
concern or perception.
•

Key messages should have no more than three
supporting facts.

3.

Conduct systematic message testing.

4.

Practice, practice, practice the message map’s delivery.

Gowan Media Training

DELIVERABLES

•

Industry trend analysis

•

PR capability assessment

•

Emergency preparedness and
crisis communications plans

DELIVERABLES

•

Media training module

•

Spokesperson media training workshop

•

Message mapping

Crisis Communications Plan

RESULTS

Gowan meets—and often
exceeds—its audiences’
information needs, which
earns them trust and builds
customer loyalty.
Although it’s difficult to show quantifiable data from an internal emergency
preparedness and crisis communications plan, Gowan’s adoption of the
Elevation Marketing recommendations, process and response strategies
gives them confidence that should a situation arise, the Gowan crisis
management team will be prepared to take care of their employees,
their families, local communities and the environment.
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